MISSION STATEMENT

Forest Hills, imbued with a sense of community, enhances the quality of life and promotes a welcoming environment for a diverse population of families. We remember our unique history and ensure the character of Forest Hills, a Tree City USA, is maintained for all present and future generations by involving citizens, volunteers, dedicated staff, and responsible public officials.

VISION STATEMENT

Our vision is to create a better everyday life for people who call Forest Hills their home by preserving a desirable small community where residents may live life to the fullest.

1) Forest Hills borough leadership is committed to the health, safety and well-being of the public we serve and to ensuring the quality of life and maintenance of our resources for future generations.

2) We envision being a leader in quality municipal government operations by advocating progress and growth while promoting energy conservation and preserving our community traditions, natural resources and green space.

3) We foresee a future committed to establishing valuable partnerships and collaborating with other communities in order to plan for and meet change and challenges as well as create opportunities for our future.
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